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Abstract. In a previous paper on speech recognition, we showed that templates can better
capture the dynamics of speech signal compared to parametric models such as hidden Markov
models. The key point in template matching approaches is finding the most similar templates to
the test utterance. Traditionally, this selection is given by a distortion measure on the acoustic
features. In this work, we propose to improve this template selection with the use of meta-
linguistic information as prior knowledge. In this way, similarity is not only based on acoustic
features but also on other sources of information that are present in the speech signal. Results on
a continuous digit recognition task confirm the statement that similarity between words does not
only depend on acoustic features since we obtained 24% relative improvement over the baseline.
Interestingly, results are better even when compared to a system with no prior information but a
larger number of templates.
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1 Introduction
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) [1] are the most successful approach in automatic speech recognition
(ASR). They project the sequence of feature vectors generated from speech utterances onto a state
sequence which follows a first order Markov property. Their success is due to their generalisation
capability and scalability. However, as any parametric model, HMMs make some assumptions about
the data. In particular, HMMs assume that speech signal is a piecewise stationary stochastic process.
This property holds true within vowel sounds but it may not within other sounds, such as plosives.
Moreover, speech signal is not stationary at transitions from one sound to another since feature vectors
describe a continuous trajectory.
Attempts have been investigated to deal with this weakness in the HMM paradigm. One approach
has been segmental HMMs [2], where each state generates jointly a set of frames, unlike conventional
HMMs, which look at the signal at the frame level. In another approach, experiments have been
carried out to exploit the continuity property of the trajectories described by the sequence vectors
where dynamic features were used for smoothing the trajectory given by the mean values of the state
sequence [3]. This approach has offered good results in speech synthesis and significant improvements
in speech recognition.
Templates offer another way to describe trajectories. A template consists of a sequence of feature
vectors representing an utterance of a word. No explicit assumption about the data must be made for
the template-based approach since there is no model, only utterance representations. In our previous
work [4], we used template-based approach for re-scoring N -best hypotheses generated by a state-of-
the-art HMM-based system. We showed that templates have some convenient properties, such as a
proper description of the continuity of the trajectory, that help HMMs to increase their performance.
The main idea behind template matching is finding the most similar templates for each test word.
In our previous work, this process was based only on a distortion measure between the acoustic
features of the templates and the test sequences. In this work, we study the use of other types of
information in the speech signal for selecting the most appropriate templates. In particular, we use
pitch information to decide which templates must be used.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we explain the template based approach. Section
3 describes the convenience of using extra information and its application to pitch frequency, then
Section 4 gives the details about the experiments and reports the results and finally, in Section 5, we
present our conclusions and outline some of our plans for future research.
2 Template-based Approach
A template is a sequence of feature vectors which represents the way a certain word is uttered.
Templates offer a different way to represent the trajectories that, unlike HMMs, does not make
any explicit assumption about the data. As HMMs, they follow the pattern matching approach
for recognition, therefore, they need a measure for comparing patterns. This measure is based on
the distortion between the trajectories described by the test and the reference sequences and it is
efficiently computed using the dynamic time warping (DTW) technique [1].
Indeed, templates can be seen as a kind of HMM where each state is a frame and emission proba-
bility consists of a single Gaussian with mean equal to the value of the reference frame and variance
equal to one. As templates are longer than the underlying Markov chain in HMMs, the piecewise
stationary assumption is weakened since each frame (state) matches with a lower number of frames
of the test sequence. Variability inherent to speech which is modeled by a mixture of Gaussians in
HMMs is now handled by the variability of templates, since each template represents a unique way
of pronunciation of a word. Evidently, the more templates available, the better the accuracy of the
system since more variability will be represented. Furthermore, the use of a relative large amount of
data does not represent a serious problem given the powerful computer resources available nowadays.
Another weakness about HMM paradigm is related with the way emission probabilities are esti-
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mated: in state-of-the-art HMMs with a mixture of Gaussians as emission probability distributions,
there is no mean to impose continuity constraints on the trajectory. Thus, an observation sequence
can be recognized using a sequence of mixtures which has never been observed in the training set
[5]. This phenomenon can never happen within template matching framework as templates can be
considered as HMMs with unimodal distributions.
In a previous experiment [4], we applied template matching to continuous speech recognition task.
The main difficulty for applying templates to continuous speech is that all possible word sequences
must be studied. This process is performed with HMMs in an efficient way by using Viterbi algorithm
[6] but it becomes practically infeasible when dealing with a large number of templates for each word
since all the possible combinations grow exponentially with the size of vocabulary and number of
templates. Thus, we reduced the search space by means of a state-of-the-art HMM-based system
which generated a list of N best hypotheses 1 {Hn}
N
n=1
with their corresponding word boundaries
for any given test utterance. Then, template-matching based technique is used. For the sequence
of vectors of the ith word in the nth hypothesis Xn
i
, a measure Dwn
i
(Xn
i
) is computed using DTW
distortion with all the templates corresponding to that word wn
i
. This measure is an averaged sum of
the K lowest DTW distortions:
Dc(X) = min
{Y c
k
}K
k=1
1
K
K∑
k=1
DDTW (X, Y
c
k ) (1)
where c is the word given by the hypothesis and {Y c
k
}K
k=1
is the set of K templates corresponding
to the word c with the lowest DTW distortion. The value of K is greater than one and lower than
the total number of templates to reduce the effect of outliers produced by templates with incorrect
word boundaries.
The constraint used for the DTW distortion is similar to HMMs, but it also allows to skip one
frame. We can, therefore, deal with reference patterns that are longer than the test sequence. Figure
1 shows this constraint graphically. For computing the local distance, we first normalize the data with
mean and variance and then, we use Euclidean distance.
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Figure 1: DTW constraint. Horizontal and vertical axis correspond to the test and reference sequences
respectively.
A score Sn is assigned to each hypothesis Hn according to the measures given to each of its words
{wn
i
}Mn
i=1
where Mn is the number of words in hypothesis Hn.
Sn =
Mn∑
i=1
Dwn
i
(Xni ) (2)
The main limitation of this approach is that it is practically infeasible to have all representations
of each word. In order to cope with speech variability, the selection of the most similar templates is
extended with the incorporation of additional information which is different from the acoustic features.
This is the main focus of this work and it will be explained in detail in the next section.
1The N hypotheses with the highest likelihoods
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3 Template Selection
Similarity between templates and a test word is a crucial point in the template matching approach.
The more similar the templates are to the test word, the more likely is that templates belong to the
same class as the test word. In our previous work presented in [4], this similarity was based only on
the minimum distortion between the trajectories described by the vector sequences of the test and
the templates. Hence, we were assuming that similarity between patterns was based on only acoustic
information carried by the feature vectors.
We can consider to extend the idea of similarity to other kinds of information present in the
speech signal, such as gender, duration or position in the sentence. This meta-linguistic information
could be used as a prior knowledge for speech recognition process. In this direction, templates would
be clustered according to a criterion given by the extra information. For the decoding phase, test
utterances would be compared to those templates which share the same category of the meta-linguistic
information.
With the use of meta-linguistic information as a prior knowledge, the concept of similarity is not
restricted to acoustic features but also to other features which are also present in the speech signal
and cannot be captured by the acoustic feature vector. Indeed, the use of meta-linguistic information
is supported by perceptual experiments conducted by Goldinger [7]. These experiments show that
utterances spoken by familiar speakers are better recognized by human candidates than those spoken
by unfamiliar speakers. This study indicates that prior knowledge about the speaker can influence the
speech recognition performance and justifies the inclusion of information in addition to the acoustic
features for computing similarity between vector sequences.
The idea of selecting a more specific model given the test conditions has also been used with HMMs
with successful results [8]. For instance in [9], they used time information for building long and short
duration models which were selected according to the duration conditions of the test utterance. The
application of this prior knowledge in this case yielded significant improvement in the recognition
performance.
For this first experiment in the use of meta-linguistic information with templates, we have carried
out a classification of templates database depending on their pitch. For the time being, two classes
have been considered: low and high pitch frequency which represent roughly male and female. In
this way, we can say that templates have become gender-dependent. For each test utterance, pitch
information will be computed. Then, only templates matching the same pitch category will be used
to compute the score of each hypotheses using Equations 1 and 2.
This work can be considered as a first experiment using templates with prior knowledge and
only one type of information with two classes have been carried out. Obviously, this method can be
extended to more classes and other kinds of information such as duration, position or speech rate.
4 Experiment Description and Results
We use continuous digit recognition task for this experiment. Data is obtained from Numbers95 v1.3
database [10]. We decided to use this database because (a) there is a reasonable large amount of data
available, which is an important requirement when dealing with non-parametric techniques and (b)
there is no grammar in the utterance structure, hence the recognition task becomes simpler and we
can concentrate on the pattern matching issue.
We use 1000 templates for each class word and we generate N -best list from a state-of-the-art
HMM system. In this work, we use 10 hypotheses from each test utterance (N = 10). As explained
in Section 2, the K lowest DTW distortions are chosen, we choose K equal to 10. For the test set,
2824 utterances are analyzed.
The HMM-based system uses context-dependent models with 39-dimensional feature vectors (MFCC[11],
delta and delta-delta). Emission probabilities are modeled with a mixture of 10 Gaussians. The whole
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system was trained and tested with Torch software package2.
Pitch information is obtained using SIFT algorithm [12] to extract pitch contour, followed by
median smoothing. For the unvoiced regions, the pitch values are zero. We compute the average pitch
value over the voiced regions. For the use of pitch information, templates are split into two classes
given a pitch value threshold.
Unlike our previous work [4] where we use numbers, we decided to use only digits for this exper-
iments to have an equal number of templates for each word in our vocabulary. Templates consists
of sequences of 26-dimensional feature vectors (MFCC and delta) obtained from a forced alignment
Viterbi decoding on the training set. Delta-delta features are not used because they use too long a
context for dealing with templates.
Score S given by Equation 2 is computed for each hypothesis and the one with the lowest score is
chosen as correct. This score can be obtained only from DTW distances or combined with the log-
likelihood obtained by the HMM system. We distinguish between two different types of experiments:
• In this case, only DTW distances are used for re-scoring the hypotheses. No prior information
about pitch is used. Score S can also be combined in a weighted sum with the log-likelihood
obtained from the HMM system. Equation 2 then becomes
Sn =
Mn∑
i=1
(w · Dwn
i
(Xni ) − (1 − w) · Lwni (X
n
i )) (3)
where Lw(X) denotes the log-likelihood of the HMM corresponding to the word w for the
sequence of feature vectors X . Actually, log-likelihood is subtracted because we are interested
in the hypothesis with the lowest score. The weight w is tuned manually.
• This experiment is similar to the previous one, but pitch information is also used. Templates
are classified in two classes: low and high pitch frequency (150 Hz is chosen as threshold). For
each test utterance, pith information is also extracted in addition to the acoustic features. Then,
words in the hypotheses are compared to those templates which share the same pitch class. To
keep the same number of templates as the previous experiment, 1000 templates are chosen for
each pitch class.
Given the nature of the experiment, where the correct sentence must be chosen among a set of
hypotheses, we believe that it makes sense to give the sentence error rate (SER). Also, it is important
to know what the best possible result is, since the correct sentence is not always included among the
first N hypotheses. Table 1 shows the baseline given from the state-of-the-art HMM system and the
best possible result with 10 hypotheses. In our case, the correct transcription does not appear among
the best 10 hypothesis 5.7% of times.
Baseline Best Result
SER (WER) SER (WER)
HMM 16.1 (4.1) 5.7 (1.4)
Table 1: SER (and WER between parenthesis) of the state-of-the-art HMM system and the best
possible result using 10 hypotheses for each utterance.
Results of the experiments are shown in Table 2. It can be seen in the results of the first column
(No Pitch) that the use of templates improves the system accuracy significantly when compared to
HMM baseline (12.4% relative improvement). This improvement is even higher when combined with
the likelihood obtained by HMM system (19.9% relative improvement). Similar to our previous study
[4], we observe that the use of templates improves the system accuracy.
2More information about this package is available at www.torch.ch
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On the second column (Pitch), we can see the results with templates classified by pitch. Improve-
ment over the non-classified templates can be noted in both situations: using only DTW distortion
(6.5% relative improvement) and combining with likelihood (5.5% relative improvement). These re-
sults confirm the idea that similarity between templates and test utterances can be better achieved
by using information which is not present in acoustic features.
No Pitch Pitch
SER (WER) SER (WER)
DTW 14.1 (4.5) 13.2 (3.3)
DTW & Likelihood 12.9 (3.3) 12.2 (3.1)
Table 2: SER (and WER between parenthesis) of the experiments
Moreover, the use of prior information improves system accuracy when compared to an experiment
with no prior information but a larger number of templates. In particular we have tried 2000 and
2500 templates. As results in Table 3 show, error rate is still higher than the experiment with the
use of pitch information but using only 1000 templates. Even if the difference in relative errors is not
significant in this case, the computational time is. The system with 2000 templates takes twice the
time for recognition.
2000 templates 2500 templates
SER (WER) SER (WER)
DTW 13.9 (3.5) 13.7 (3.4)
DTW & Likelihood 12.5 (3.2) 12.5 (3.2)
Table 3: SER (and WER between parenthesis) of the experiments without pitch information but using
more templates
We have also investigated the case where pitch information is inferred automatically by the system.
The test utterance is compared to both types of templates independently. Two possible transcriptions
are, then, obtained. Each of them corresponds to a pitch category. The one with the lowest score
S is chosen as the correct transcription to the test utterance. In this experiment, pitch class is not
extracted previously to the decoding phase but it is estimated. Similar results to those obtained in
Table 2 were obtained. This experiment can be useful in the case of noisy conditions, where pitch
information cannot be estimated properly.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have investigated the use of meta-linguistic information as a prior knowledge in
a template-based approach for speech recognition. Experiments with pitch frequency have shown
that extra information which is not included in the acoustic features can help in the selection of
the most appropriate templates. Pitch frequency has been used to cluster templates database and
test utterances are compared only with those templates that share the same pitch category. This
experiment results in a 24% relative improvement over the HMM baseline.
Interestingly, the use of prior knowledge gives better results than the blind method even when the
latter experiment is carried out with more template. In particular 2500 templates per class cannot
yield better results than 1000 templates with previous pitch classification. The error difference of both
the systems is not significant but there is large saving in computational time.
This work is a first attempt towards the use of prior knowledge with templates. Future work should
be oriented to other types of meta-linguistic information such as duration, speech rate or position in
the sentence.
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